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You can try out all of the great features in the free demo and decide whether or not it is the right tool for you. Find out how many files you can recover from a single disk or entire drive. Heres a comprehensive step-by-step guide to guide you through the process. Recover My Files is the easiest way to speed up your recovery. You can recover up to 500 photos from a single disk or entire drive at once. In the official comparison tool of most of the tools we tested, we see GetData Restore as the most comparable program. In addition to offering the best price point, Recover My Files Recovery comes with an easy-to-use software interface, various recovery
and preview options and is available as both a stand-alone utility and a bootable recovery disc. Indeed, instead of simply attempting to recover all the data you can make it prompt you to choose specific folders to search instead of picking the contents of the whole drive. It can also provide you with a detailed preview of the results before recovering your files. Recover My Files has all of the capabilities you need at an affordable price. You can also easily use Recover My Files to make backups and recover partitions or disks. If you have a lot of data on the drive, then you can save up to 40 GB of free space to add to the folder in which you store the files

after recovery. GetData Recover My Photos Professional is a full professional solution. You can also recover from both Windows and Linux systems. You can preview the files and choose to recover specific folders, partitions or drives.
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Of course, none of the disk partition tools can recover the contents of erased or unformatted partitions, which is where the only stand-alone system-startup disc comes into play. Recover My Files includes two other discs; 'Recover My Files' and 'Windows XP Repair Disc. Recover My Files is used to re-create a new
partition table, while the Windows XP Repair Disc is provided to repair Microsoft Windows XP systems. Recovery discs can either be burned to a CD or they can be sent to the manufacturer if the burned version does not work. Recover My Files also provides an on-line option that allows you to send it a recovery disc

by mailing it to them. Pros: The best-in-class data recovery tool is suitable for various types of data, such as video, music, documents and pictures. The file format support is one of the strongest in its class. The scanning process is easy to use and the scanning parameters are excellent. Recover My Photos Pro is
available in many languages Cons: It is not much better than GetData Recover My Photos Pro . Its scanning speed is average. If you want to recover data from partitions that are deleted, it doesn’t do it. The best way to recover lost files and folders is to back them up to a more reliable storage medium.

Unfortunately, one of the best tools for backing up to external hard drives is Gizmo File Backup , which is the same software that allows you to scan for lost partitions using Recover My Photos . GetData is responsible for this fine product. But you should also know that several alternatives have emerged in recent
years. Our favorite is Recover My Photos , which can recover files of any format. It is, by our opinion, the best data recovery tool. 5ec8ef588b
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